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Well, Kukah is a bishop, Perhaps he sees and hears things mere mortals can't

see.He said there could have been a coup if Buhari were not the president.

The idea is that Buhari's sins and incompetence necessitate a military coup. Kukah is a bishop, otherwise, I would have said

he is serpentine. Regardless of how well or badly Buhari might have functioned, the suggestion of the probability or propriety

of a coup is mischievous.

But Kukah is a bishop so I won't say he is a trouble maker. Let's just say he is mistaken. In 2018, Kukah resurrected Atiku

and helped cleanse him of political leprosy. It was in desperation to unseat Buhari. Kukah and company lost woefully.

Today, Kukah, the democrat, is talking about a coup. When the bible forbids certain things it says, let it not be heard

amongst you. One would think that a coup is a word that shouldn't ever come out of Kukah's mouth.

The coup Kukah is hinting about would have been staged by a section of the country to correct Fulani nepotism or

domination, right? Kukah is the leader of the peace committee but here he was throwing firewood into the fire in the name of

telling the truth.

Too many bishops possessed by hate. Atiku was the only man Kukah and others could find in 2019, yet they expected to

win the election. 2023 is here. Kukah won't talk about Igbo presidency, he is talking about a coup.

With all Kukah's knowledge of the country's history, what role would a coup play in creating a balance? The grudge against

Buhari won't let folks think. The man is not a life president. He will leave in 2023.

Rather than prescribe armageddon through innuendos, plan to replace him with a better option. Kukah is talking about a

coup. The idea is that a democratic government in 2020 can be justifiably kicked out by a military regime.

What else can you say of that drunken prediction by a man who has the public trust to make peace and promote

democracy? Bitterness. There is no brain, no heat, it cannot corrode.

Dr. Ugo Egbujo
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